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Transforming our services and facilities

Lowther Road building
before redevelopment starts

Creating our first integrated
community mental health centre
The redevelopment of our community site at
1 Lowther Road is another significant project in
the St Pancras Transformation Programme. It will
deliver our first integrated community mental
health facility, to provide a range of spaces to
support people living with mental illness in their
communities.
The bigger building at Lowther Road will enable us to
offer more services under one roof by facilitating the
co-location of our community teams, while allowing
them to work more closely together to deliver more
person-centred care. It will also provide space for
voluntary and social enterprise sectors, primary care

and local authority services, to improve access to a
wider range of support and wellbeing services for our
service users.
Our contractor, Kier, will be demolishing the existing
building at Lowther Road this autumn. All services
have or will move to other Trust sites as follows:
The North Islington Recovery and Rehab Team
has now moved to Regis Road, Kentish Town,
London, NW5 3EG
Islington Assertive Outreach Team will move on 7
September to Southwood Smith Centre, 11
Southwood Smith Street, London, N1 0YL
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Our community teams
are on the move
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Our new building for
community services
at Regis Road

Regis Road
We are pleased to share that our community staff
teams have now started moving into Regis Road. The
newly refurbished facility, co-designed with service
users and staff, has five consulting rooms, three
clinic/treatment rooms, breakout spaces and a
wellbeing room for staff. There are also computer
hubs for service users, a training/conference room,
two meeting rooms and a range of other facilities to
support those who work and access services at this
new site.
We spoke to Charlene Nyanhemwa, Project
Manager, in the Camden core team, about her
team’s forthcoming move to Regis Road
“We’re all so excited about the move to this brand
new facility in the next few weeks.
“By moving to Regis Road, we have a real opportunity
to think about how we can use the space we have
differently for the benefit of our service users. For
example, making it feel less clinical, softer, and
making it feel like a ‘place’ for our local community.
“As well as the look and feel of the facility, the main
purpose of this move is of course to bring community
teams together, so they can work together more
closely to improve the lives of our service users.

about a service user’s needs. This can be very
time consuming and sometimes, you’re emailing
various teams about different aspects of an
individual’s care.
“Now, psychiatrists, psychologists, population
health nurses and support services such
as Likewise, Mind, Hillside Clubhouse and our
peer support workers, will all be located together,
under one roof. You really can’t beat being in the
same building as the other teams you work with.
Sitting in an open plan area with colleagues, we'll
be able to say; “do you have five minutes, I think
you might be able to help someone I’m working
with”.
"By co-locating community teams, it will also be
so much easier for us to meet regularly, face-toface, and to have those ‘corridor’ conversations
that can help us to help our service users even
more efficiently."
Staff wellbeing
room at
Regis Road

“Up to now, there has been quite a heavy reliance on
email to get in touch with other community teams
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Design in Mental Health Award for
service user engagement

We were delighted to attend the national Design
in Mental Health Awards ceremony in Coventry
on 24 August and thrilled to have won the award
for service user engagement.

Akin Durowoju, Development Project Director at the
Trust, and service user representatives Nicky and
Carmen, attended the event and collected our
award.

This award is for all the collaborative work with our
service users, to design a new state-of-the-art
mental health hospital in Highgate.

This is a fantastic achievement for all of our service
users, carers and staff who have been involved in
the two-year journey to co-design our new hospital.
Congratulations to all involved.

Main entrance for new
Highgate hospital

Akin Durowoju, C&I Development Project
Director, and service user representatives,
Nicky and Carmen, collect our award.
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Our new hospital site at Highgate East

Expect to see the
new building start to
emerge from the
ground in September
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Learning more about the role of
occupational therapists
Ruth Crowley, Clinical
Specialist Occupational
Therapist, talks about her
involvement in the
co-design process for our
new hospital.

“I don’t think the role of
occupational therapists is always understood but it
really is central to supporting a person’s recovery and
independence, while reducing dependence on
hospital care.
“We are trained to cover both mental health and
physical health so with the right facilities, we can help
our service users to develop the skills and confidence
they need to live well in their communities. This can
cover personal and activities of daily living ranging
from dressing, eating and hygiene, to tasks such as
using transport and shopping.
“This is important because if you have a balanced
lifestyle, good support network and coping strategies,
your mental and physical health is generally in much
better shape.
“To do our job well, we need access to a range of
good facilities to help our service users maintain their
autonomy and function while they are in hospital, as
well as to prepare them for discharge. This can be

difficult within our current facilities because of the
limitations on space and the equipment we can put in
that space.
“For example, in our activities of daily living kitchen,
we have only one electric cooker and while this may
seem like a minor issue, what it means is that some
of our service users with gas cookers at home, are
unable to engage and gain the confidence they need
to use their own cooker when they leave hospital.
“I have been passionate about being involved in the
co-design process for our new hospital because it has
enabled me to demonstrate the wide skills of
environmental awareness that occupational therapists
have. It has provided a real opportunity to suggest
and recommend specific facilities that would bring the
most benefits for our service users.
“I am pleased that we have outdoor space, exercise
facilities, as well as more kitchen space, all of which
promote engagement in maintaining and
developing positive habits and routine. But it’s also
given us the opportunity to create therapeutic
environments that promote engagement in activities.
“For example, by having dedicated therapy rooms, we
are able to work with groups of people depending on
their specific need and capability to engage at that
time. It allows them to develop their skills and
concentration separately to those who may not yet
have reached that point in their recovery.”
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Pandemic project shows benefits of
mental health support
A pioneering project set up to help people during the
pandemic shows the value of new holistic mental health
services rolling out across North Central London.

Mental health social support
provided to Camden residents
during peak of Covid-19*

The Camden Support and Connect Service was set up to
provide mental health support to residents during the
pandemic and provided befriending and practical help to 444
people during the Covid-19 peak.

444

An independent review confirms the project helped hundreds
of people stay well and out of hospital. The report says the
service improved people’s wellbeing and reduced their need
for emergency, crisis or hospital care.
Camden resident Ingrid says the support was vital to her
mental health. “Without these services, I would have been in
the crisis house every other week.”
Run in partnership with Camden Council, Mind in Camden
and Likewise, the NHS-funded project is now an established
service within Camden’s community mental health
programme. The service offers social, emotional and
practical support including help to resolve problems with
housing, finding work, paying bills or feeling isolated.
By 2024, similar services
will be available in Islington
as part of the biggest
investment in
community mental
health care in
NHS history.

people supported

91%
satisfied with support

60%
reported positive changes

68%
reduction in A&E attendances

45%
reduction in crisis contacts

*May 2020 to January 2021
Source: Support and Connect Services
Year 2 Report.
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Mental health care in your neighbourhood:
Kentish Town

Nil Suner, Senior Peer Coach, introduces the
new Kentish Town community mental health
team.

“The new neighbourhood mental health team in
Kentish Town came together on 1 July. We offer
community-based mental health care and support for
adults living in Central and South Kentish Town.
“I’m one of the peer coaches. We also have specialist
nurses, a psychiatrist and social worker and new
voluntary sector colleagues joining soon. They’ll be
able to help people find work, access benefits and
other challenges that can impact mental health.

We can support them to prioritise practical steps to
improve their mental and physical wellbeing, like
improving sleep quality, sustaining a balanced diet
and exercising more. We follow their pace and
priorities to plan the change they want to make.

“The team meets every weekday morning to discuss
new referrals, next steps in the person’s care and
who in the team can provide most support at the first
appointment.

“We can also help them navigate local services or link
them to groups or other organisations to reduce social
isolation for example.

“For those who may benefit from peer coaching, we’ll
complete an initial assessment by phone or in the
community usually within two weeks. We offer 10
one-on-one sessions, with flexibility to offer more if
needed.

“Having people with lived experience in the team
brings a different perspective to how we approach
mental wellbeing. We know what it’s like to be unwell
and the challenges some people face in recovery.
Peer coaches through this experience help ensure
care is safe and responsive to people’s different
needs.”
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Helping you look after your physical health

Ophelia Mensah, Senior Population Health
Nurse in Camden’s community mental health
team, explains how mental health teams
will help you look after your physical
health.

“I’m on a mission to improve the physical health of
people with long-term mental health conditions.

you need. These checks can be done at your home,
GP clinic or wherever’s convenient.

“Having a serious mental illness can increase your
risk of cancer, diabetes, heart disease and stroke. But
with regular check-ups and small changes to how you
live, they can often be prevented.

“We’ll take your blood pressure, monitor your heart
beat and run blood tests to check for any problems.
We’ll make sure your vaccines are up-to-date and
you’ve had tests for serious conditions like cancer.
We’ll link you up with local programmes to help you
eat well, give up smoking and exercise more.

“When you’re trying to manage your mental health, it
can be difficult to remember appointments or take
medication, get enough exercise or eat well.
“We’re making it easier to look after your physical
health. In future, your physical health needs will be
considered as part of your mental health care.
“We plan to offer many more people annual physical
health check-ups to make sure you’re getting the care

“If you have a physical health condition, we’ll book
your appointments and coordinate your care to make
treatment as easy as possible. We’ll ask your
specialist to link with your mental health team so we
can manage your follow-up care.”
Mental and physical health are closely linked. By
looking after your physical health, we’ll help you to
look after your mental health.
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Get involved
Detailed information about our programmes and opportunities to get involved are available on our website
at www.candi.nhs.uk
If you have specific questions, please send them to communications@candi.nhs.uk
If you would like to discuss any part of the plans, we are happy to attend one of your regular meetings.
Please send an email to address above to arrange a date.
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